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Number

Hits Search Text DB Time stamp

1 32 toy and socket and customize USPAT; 2003/12/30
US-PGPUB 15:30

2 26 toy and socket and customize and personal USPAT; 2003/12/30
US-PGPUB 15:31

- 7214 (toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29
custom$5 US-PGPUB 11:37

- 23752 (toy$4 or doll$4) and {personal$6 or USPAT; 2003/12/29
custom$5

)

US-PGPUB 11:38
- 5135 (toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29

custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 US-PGPUB 11:39
- 1950 (toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29

custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and US-PGPUB 11:39
profil$4

- 1329 {toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and US-PGPUB 11:39
profil$4 and search$4

- 1 (toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and US-PGPUB 11:40
profil$4 and search$4 and voice adj clip

- 465 (toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and US-PGPUB 11: 40

profil$4 and search$4 and voice and audio
- 95 (toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29

custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and US-PGPUB 11:40
profil$4 and search$4 and voice and audio
and age and sex

- 3 {toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and US-PGPUB 11:41
profil$4 and search$4 and voice and audio
and age and sex and movie$2 and
television adj show

- 1 (toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and US-PGPUB 11: 41

profil$4 and search$4 and voice and audio
and age and sex and movie$2 and
television adj show and cartoon adj
character

- 37 (toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and US-PGPUB 11:42
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio

- 2370828 (toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and US-PGPUB 11: 42

personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio {read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4 or book)

- 2374516 (toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and US-PGPUB 11:42
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio (read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4 or book$2)

- 37 toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and US-PGPUB 11:42
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and(read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4 or book$2

- 37 toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and US-PGPUB 11:43
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and {read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4 or book$2

37 toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and USPAT; 2003/12/29
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and US-PGPUB 11:43
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and (read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4 or book$2 and clip
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37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

151

97

toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and
custoin$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and (read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4 or book$2 and clip$5
toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and {read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4 or book$2 and clip$5 and insert$4
same file$2
toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and (read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4 or book$2 and clip$5 and insert$4
same file$2 and speaker$4
toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and (read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4 or book$2 and clip$5 and insert$4
same file$2 and speaker$4 and processor$4
toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and (read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4 or book$2 and clip$5 and insert$4
same file$2 and speaker$4 and processor$4
and program$5
toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit^S and
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and (read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4 or book$2 and clip$5 and insert$4
same file$2 and speaker$4 and processor$4
and program$5 and computer$4
toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and (read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4 or book$2 and clip$5 and insert$4
same file$2 and speaker$4 and processor$4
and program$5 and computer$4 and (stor$4
or record$4)
toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and (read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4 or book$2 and clip$5 and insert$4
same file$2 and speaker$4 and processor$4
and program$5 and computer $4 and stor$4
and record$4
(toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and (read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4) or book$2 and clip$5 and in3ert$4
same file$2 and speaker$4 and processor$4
and program$5 and computer $4 and stor$4
and record$4
{toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and {read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4) or book$2 and clip$5 and insert$4
same file$2 and speaker$4 and processor$4
and program$5 and computer$4 and stor$4
and record$4 and wireless ^

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

2003/12/29
11:44

2003/12/29
11:45

2003/12/29
11:45

2003/12/29
11:46

2003/12/29
11:48

2003/12/29
11:48

2003/12/29
11:50

2003/12/29
11:50

2003/12/29
11:52

2003/12/29
11:52
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78

74

67

44

44

200

194

(toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and (read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4) or book$2 and clip$5 and insert$4
same file$2 and speaker$4 and processor$4
and program$5 and coinputer$4 and stor$4
and record$4 and wireless and hypertext
{toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and (read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4) or book$2 and clip$5 and insert$4
same file$2 and speaker$4 and processor$4
and program$5 and computer$4 and stor$4
and record$4 and wireless and hypertext
and protocol
(toy$4 or doll$4) and personal$6 and
custom$5 and receiv$4 and transmit$5 and
personal adj profil$4 and search$4 and
voice and audio and (read$4 or tell$4 or
stor$4) or book$2 and clip$5 and insert$4
same file$2 and speaker$4 and processor$4
and program$5 and computer $4 and stor$4
and record$4 and wireless and hypertext
and protocol and game$2
{toys or toy or doll or dolls) and
personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and {read$4
or tell$4 or stor$4) or book$2 and clip$5
and insert$4 same file$2 and speaker$4
and processor$4 and program$5 and
computer $4 and stor$4 and record$4 and
wireless and hypertext and protocol and
game $2
(toys or toy or doll or dolls) and
personal $6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and (read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories) or book$2
and clip$5 and insert$4 same file$2 and
speaker$4 and processor$4 and program$5
and computer $4 and stor$4 and record$4
and wireless and hypertext and protocol
and game $2
personal $6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and (read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories) or book$2
and clip$5 and insert$4 same file$2 and
speaker$4 and processor$4 and program$5
and computer $4 and stor$4 and record$4
and wireless and hypertext and protocol
and game $2
personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and (read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories) or book$2
and clip$5 and insert$4 same file$2 and
speaker$4 and processor$4 and program$5
and computer$4 and stor$4 and record$4
and wireless and hypertext and protocol
and game$2 and (toys or toy or doll or
dolls)

USPAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

USPAT ;

US-PGPUB

USPAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

2003/12/29
11:52

2003/12/29
11:52

2003/12/29
11:55

2003/12/29
11:55

2003/12/29
12:03

2003/12/29
12:03

2003/12/29
12:08
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194

1

- 88

- 7

- 2

2

7228696

2

2

2

2003/12/29
12:08

personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and {read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories) or book$2
and clip$5 and in3ert$4 same file$2 and
speaker$4 and processor$4 and program$5
and computer$4 and stor$4 and record$4
and wireless and hypertext and protocol
and game $2 and toy
personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and (read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories or book$2)
and clip$5 and in3ert$4 same file$2 and
speaker$4 and processor$4 and program$5
and computer$4 and stor$4 and record$4
and wireless and hypertext and protocol
and game $2 and toy
personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and (read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories or book$2)
and clip$5
personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
tran3mit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and (read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories or book$2)
and clip$5 and insert$4 same file$2
personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and (read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories or book$2)
and clip$5 and insert$4 same file$2 and
speaker$4
personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and (read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories or book$2)
and clip$5 and insert$4 same file$2 and
speaker$4 and processor$4 and program$5
and computer $4 and stor$4
personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and (read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories or book$2)
and clip$5 and insert$4 same file$2 and
speaker$4 and processor$4 and program$5
and computer$4 and stor$4 and record$4 a

personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and (read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories or book$2)
and clip$5 and insert$4 same file$2 and
speaker$4 and processor$4 and program$5
and computer$4 and stor$4 and record$4
personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and (read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories or book$2)
and clip$5 and insert$4 same file$2 and
speaker$4 and processor$4 and program$5
and computer $4 and stor$4 and record$4
and wireless
personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and (read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories or book$2)
and clip$5 and insert$4 same file$2 and
speaker$4 and processor$4 and program$5
and computer$4 and stor$4 and record$4
and wireless and hypertext

USPAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT

/

US-PGPUB

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT;
US-PGPUB

US PAT;
US-PGPUB

US PAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

US PAT;
US-PGPUB

US PAT;
US-PGPUB

US PAT;
US-PGPUB

2003/12/29
12:09

2003/12/29
12:09

2003/12/29
12:09

2003/12/29
12:09

2003/12/29
12:10

2003/12/29
12: 10

2003/12/29
12:10

2003/12/29
12:10

2003/12/29
12:10
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2003/12/29
12:11

2

2

0
£.

18

24

- 6278

95

51

58

69

^ ft

55

- 1

58

personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and {read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories or book$2)
and clip$5 and insert$4 same file$2 and
speaker$4 and processor$4 and program$5
and computer $4 and stor$4 and record$4
and wireless and hypertext and protocol
personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and (read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories or book$2)
and clip$5 and insert$4 same file$2 and
speaker$4 and processor$4 and program$5
and computer $4 and stor$4 and record$4
and wireless and hypertext and protocol
and game $2
personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and (read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories or book$2)
and clip$5 and insert$4 same file$2 and
speaker$4 and processor$4 and program$5
and computer $4 and stor$4 and record?

4

and wireless and hypertext and protocol
and game$2 and (toy$2 or doll$2 or
robot$2)
personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and {read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories or book$2)
and speaker$4 and processor$4 and
program$5 and computer$4 and stor$4 and
record$4 and wireless and hypertext and
protocol and game$2 and (toy$2 or doll$2
or robot$2)
personal$6 and custom$5 and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4 and
search$4 and voice and audio and {read$4
or tell$4 or story or stories or book$2)
and speaker$4 and processor$4 and
program$5 and computer$4 and stor$4 and
record$4 and game$2 and (toy$2 or doll$2
or robot$2)
personal$6 and custom$5 and (toy$2 or
doll$2 or robot$2)
personal$6 and custom$5 and (toy$2 or
doll$2 or robot$2) and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4
personaliz$4 and customi2$6 and {toy$2 or
doll$2 or robot$2) and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4
personaliz$6 and customiz$6 and (toy$2 or
doll$2 or robot$2) and receiv$4 and
transmit$5 and personal adj profil$4
personaliz$6 and customiz$6 and {toy$2 or
doll$2 or robot$2) and personal adj

profil$4
personaliz$6 and customiz$6 and (toy$2 or
doll$2 or robot$2) and personal adj
profil$4 and transmit$5 and receiv$4
personaliz$6 and customiz$6 and (toy$2 or

doll$2 or robot$2) and personal adj

profil$4 and transmit$5 and receiv$4 and
customiz$6 and device$2
personaliz$6 and customiz$6 and (toy$2 or
doll$2 or robot$2) and personal adj
profil$4 and transmit$5 and receiv$4 and
customiz$6 adj device$2
personaliz$6 and customiz$6 and {toy$2 or
doll$2 or robot$2} and personal adj
profil$4 and tran3mit$5 and receiv$4

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB
USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

2003/12/29
12:11

2003/12/29
12:13

2003/12/29
12:19

2003/12/29
12:21

2003/12/29
12:21
2003/12/29
12:23

2003/12/29
12:23

2003/12/29
12:26

2003/12/29
12:41

2003/12/29
12:42

2003/12/29
12:42

2003/12/29
12:42

2003/12/29
12:47
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- 97 {personaliz$6 or individual$8 ) and US PAT ; 2003/12/29
{customi2$6 or individual$8 ) and (toy$2 US-PGPUB 12:50
or doll$2 or robot$2) and personal adj
profil$4 and transmit$5 and receiv$4

- 52 (personaliz$6 or individual$8) and US PAT; 2003/12/29
(customiz$6 or individual$8 ) and (toy$2 US-PGPUB 13:03
or doll$l or robot$2) and personal adj
profil$4 and transrtiit$5 and receiv$4

- 0 (personaliz$ 6 or individual$8 ) and US PAT; 2003/12/29
(customiz$6 or individual$8 ) and {toy$2 US-PGPUB 13:03
or doll$l or robot$2) and personal adj
profil$4 and tran3mit$5 and receiv$4 and
inelligen$$4

- 0 {personaliz$ 6 or individual$8 ) and USPAT; 2003/12/29
{customi2$6 or individual$8 ) and (toy$2 US-PGPUB 13:03
or doll$l or robot$2) and personal adj
profil$4 and transmit$5 and receiv$4 and
inelligen$4

- 27 (personaliz$6 or individual$8) and US PAT; 2003/12/29
(custoitiiz$6 or individual$8 ) and (toy$2 US-PGPUB 13:09
or doll$l or robot$2) and personal adj
profil$4 and transmit$5 and receiv$4 and
intelligen$4

- 3306 (personaliz$ 6 or individual$8 ) and US PAT; 2003/12/29
(custoini2$6 or individual$8 ) and (toy$2 US-PGPUB 13:13
or doll$l or robot$2) and intelligen$4

- 3302 {personaliz$6 or individual$8 ) and USPAT; 2003/12/29
{customiz$6 or individual$8 ) and US-PGPUB 13:17
intelligen$3 and (toy$2 or doll$l or
robot$2)

- 1192 {personaliz$6 or individual$ 8 ) and US PAT; 2003/12/29
{customiz$6 or individual$8 ) and US-PGPUB 13: 18

intelligen$3 and (toy$2 or doll$l or
robot$2) and profil$4

- 2 63 (personaliz$ 6 or individual$8 ) and US PAT; 2003/12/29
(customiz$6 or individual$8 ) and US-PGPUB 13: 18

intelligen$3 and (toy$2 or doll$l or
robot$2) and profil$4 and voice and audio

- 154 (personaliz$6 or individual$8) and US PAT; 2003/12/29
(customiz$6 or individual$8 ) and US-PGPUB 13:19
intelligen$3 and (toy$2 or doll$l or
robot$2) and profil$4 and voice and audio
and 3peaker$2

- 153 (personaliz$6 or individual$8) and US PAT; 2003/12/29
{customiz$6 or individual$8 ) and US-PGPUB 13: 19

intelligen$3 and (toy$2 or doll$l or
robot$2) and profil$4 and voice and audio
and speaker$2 and computer

- 153 (personaliz$6 or individual$8 ) and USPAT; 2003/12/29
(customiz$6 or individual$8 ) and US-PGPUB 13:19
intelligen$3 and (toy$2 or doll$l or
robot$2) and profil$4 and voice and audio
and speaker$2 and computer$4

- 69 (personaliz$6 or individual$8) and US PAT; 2003/12/29
(customiz$6 or individual$8 ) and US-PGPUB 13:20
intelligen$3 and (toy$2 or doll$l or
robot$2) and profil$4 and voice and audio
and speaker$2 and computer$4 and wireless
and hypertext and protocol$4

- 0 6278976. pn. and multi$8 same database$2 US PAT; 2003/12/29
US-PGPUB 15:58

- 1 6278976. pn. and multi$8 and database$2 USPAT; 2003/12/29
US-PGPUB 16:03

- 1 6278976. pn. and medi$4 same database$2 US PAT; 2003/12/29
US-PGPUB 16:44

- 1 6278976. pn. and personal same preference US PAT; 2003/12/29
US-PGPUB 16:44

28 customiz$6 and toy and speaker$2 and US PAT; 2003/12/30
connect$4 and doll US-PGPUB 08:39

21 customiz$6 and toy and 3peaker$2 and US PAT; 2003/12/30
connect$4 and doll and game US-PGPUB 08:39
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- 5 custoiniz$6 and toy and speaker$2 and USPAT; 2003/12/30
connect $4 and doll and game and US-PGPUB 08 : 42

personal$8 and profile and software
- 20 customi2$6 and toy and speaker$2 and USPAT; 2003/12/30

connect $4 and doll and game and US-PGPUB 08 : 42

per3onal$8
- 6 cu3tomiz$6 and toy and speaker$2 and USPAT; 2003/12/30

connect$4 and doll and game and US-PGPUB 08 : 59
personal$8 and profile

- 16 customi2$6 and toy and speaker$2 and USPAT; 2003/12/30
connect $4 and doll and game and US-PGPUB 08 : 52

personal$8 and software
- 16 customiz$6 and toy and speaker$2 and USPAT; 2003/12/30

connect$4 and doll and game and software US-PGPUB 08:52
- 21 customiz$6 and toy and speaker$2 and USPAT; 2003/12/30

connect$4 and doll and game US-PGPUB 08:52
- 1 6368177. pn. USPAT; 2003/12/30

US-PGPUB 08:58
- 1 63 68 177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or USPAT; 2003/12/30

deliver) US-PGPUB 08 : 58
- 1 6368177. pn. and {transmit or tranceive or USPAT; 2003/12/30

deliver) and receive US-PGPUB 08:58
- 1 6368177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or USPAT; 2003/12/30

deliver) and receive and remote US-PGPUB 08 : 58
- 1 63 68 177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or USPAT; 2003/12/30

deliver) and receive and remote and US-PGPUB 08:59
location

- 0 6368177. pn. and {transmit or tranceive or USPAT; 2003/12/30
deliver) and receive and remote and US-PGPUB 08 : 59
location and familiar

- 1 6368177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or USPAT; 2003/12/30
deliver) and receive and remote and US-PGPUB 08:59
location and personal

- 1 6368177. pn. and {transmit or tranceive or USPAT; 2003/12/30
deliver) and receive and remote and US-PGPUB 08:59
location and personal$8

- 0 6368177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or USPAT; 2003/12/30
deliver) and receive and remote and US-PGPUB 08:59
location and personal$8 and profile

- 1 6368177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or USPAT; 2003/12/30
deliver) and receive and remote and US-PGPUB 09:00
location and personal$8 and profile

- 1 63 68 177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or USPAT; 2003/12/30
deliver) and receive and remote and US-PGPUB 09: 00

location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll

2003/12/30- 1 6368177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or USPAT;
deliver) and receive and remote and US-PGPUB 09: 00

location and personalis and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4

- 132248 63 68 177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or USPAT; 2003/12/30
deliver) and receive and remote and US-PGPUB 09: 00

location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
abd database$2

2003/12/30- 1 63 68177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or USPAT;
deliver) and receive and remote and US-PGPUB 09: 00

location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2

- 1 63 68 177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or USPAT; 2003/12/30
deliver) and receive and remote and US-PGPUB 09:01
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia

- 1 63 68 177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or USPAT; 2003/12/30
deliver) and receive and remote and US-PGPUB uy : u 1

location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio
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6368177. pn. and {transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and per3onal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record
6368 177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customi2$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age
63 68 177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex
6368177. pn. and {transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customi2$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
book
6368177. pn. and {transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story
6368177. pn. and {transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address
6368177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4
6368177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4 and
speaker$2
6368177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4 and
speaker$2 and program$5
6368177. pn. and {transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4 and
speaker$2 and program$5 and software

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

2003/12/30
09:01

2003/12/30
09:01

2003/12/30
09:01

2003/12/30
09:01

2003/12/30
09:01

2003/12/30
09:02

2003/12/30
09:02

2003/12/30
09:02

2003/12/30
09:02

2003/12/30
09:03
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6368177. pn. and {transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
custortiiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4 and
speaker$2 and program$5 and software and
control$4
63 68 177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customi2$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4 and
speaker$2 and program$5 and software and
control$4 and personal adj computer$4
6368177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4 and
speaker$2 and program$5 and software and
control$4 and personal adj computer$4 and
gam$4
6368177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4 and
speaker$2 and program$5 and software and
control$4 and personal adj computer$4 and
gam$4 and wireless
6368177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4 and
speaker$2 and program$5 and software and
control$4 and personal adj computer$4 and
gam$4 and wireless and protocol
6368177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customi2$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4 and
speaker$2 and program$5 and software and
control$4 and personal adj computer$4 and
gam$4 and wireless and protocol and
hypertext
6368177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4 and
speaker$2 and program$5 and software and
control$4 and personal adj computer$4 and
gam$4 and wireless and protocol and
hypertext and socket

USPAT

;

US-PGPUB
2003/12/30
09:03

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT

/

US-PGPUB

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

2003/12/30
09:03

2003/12/30
09:04

2003/12/30
09:04

2003/12/30
09:04

2003/12/30
09:04

2003/12/30
09:04
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6368177. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4 and
speaker$2 and program$5 and software and
control$4 and personal adj computer$4 and
gam$4 and wireless and protocol and
hypertext and socket and game$2
6368177. pn. and {transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4 and
speaker$2 and program$5 and software and
control $4 and personal adj computer$4 and
gam$4 and wireless and protocol and
hypertext and socket and game$2 and
prefer$5
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customiz$6 and toy and doll and search$4
and database$2 and multimedia and voice
and audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4 and
speaker$2 and program$5 and software and
control $4 and personal adj computer $4 and
gam$4 and wireless and protocol and
hypertext and socket and game$2 and
prefer$5
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver)
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile and
customi2$6
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and profile
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and multimedia and voice and
audio and record and age and sex and
story and address and play$4 and
speaker$2 and program$5 and software and
control$4 and personal adj computer$4 and
gam$4 and wireless and protocol and
hypertext and socket and game$2 and
prefer$5
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2

USPAT ;

US-PGPUB
2003/12/30
09:04

USPAT ;

US-PGPUB

USPAT

/

US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB
USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB
USPAT;
US-PGPUB
USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

2003/12/30
09:07

2003/12/30
09:07

2003/12/30
09:07
2003/12/30
09:07

2003/12/30
09:07
2003/12/30
09:08
2003/12/30
09:08

2003/12/30
09:08

2003/12/30
09:08

2003/12/30
09:08

2003/12/30
09:08
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6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and multimedia
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and cu3tomiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and voice and audio and record
and age and sex and story and address and
play$4 and speaker$2 and program$5 and
software and control$4 and personal adj
computer $4 and gam$4 and wireless and
protocol and hypertext and socket and
game$2 and prefer$5
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and voice and audio and record
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and voice and audio and record
and age and sex
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and voice and audio and record
and age
6160986, pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and voice and audio and record
and age and sex
616098 6. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or

deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and voice and audio and record
and age and story and address and play$4
and speaker$2 and program$5 and software
and control$4 and personal adj computer$4
and gam$4 and wireless and protocol and
hypertext and socket and game$2 and
prefer$5
616098 6. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and voice and audio and record
and age and story
61 6098 6. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customi2$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and voice and audio and record
and age and story and address
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and voice and audio and record
and age and story and address and play$4
and speaker$2 and program$5 and software

USPAT ;

US-PGPUB

USPAT

/

US-PGPUB

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT;
US-PGPUB

US PAT ;

US-PGPUB

US PAT

;

US-PGPUB

2003/12/30
09:09

2003/12/30
09:09

2003/12/30
09:09

2003/12/30
09:09

2003/12/30
09:09

2003/12/30
09:09

2003/12/30
09:10

2003/12/30
09:10

2003/12/30
09: 10

2003/12/30
09:10
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616098 6. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and voice and audio and record
and age and story and address and play$4
and speaker$2 and program$5 and software
and control$4 and personal adj computer$4
616098 6. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and voice and audio and record
and age and story and address and play$4
and speaker$2 and program$5 and software
and control$4 and personal adj computer$4
and gam$4 and wireless
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and voice and audio and record
and age and story and address and play$4
and speaker$2 and program$5 and software
and control$4 and personal adj computer$4
and gam$4 and wireless and protocol and
hypertext
6160986. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and voice and audio and record
and age and story and address and play$4
and speaker$2 and program$5 and software
and control $4 and personal adj computer$4
and gam$4 and wireless and protocol and
hypertext and socket
61 6098 6. pn. and (transmit or tranceive or
deliver) and receive and remote and
location and personal$8 and customiz$6
and toy and doll and search$4 and
database$2 and voice and audio and record
and age and story and address and play$4
and speaker$2 and program$5 and software
and control$4 and personal adj computer?

4

and gam$4 and wireless and protocol and
hypertext and game$2 and prefer$5
6160986. pn. and content $4 same game

6160986. pn. and content$4 same gam$4

US PAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB

USPAT;
US-PGPUB
USPAT;
US-PGPUB

2003/12/30
09: 10

2003/12/30
09:10

2003/12/30
09:10

2003/12/30
11:37

2003/12/30
09: 11

2003/12/30
11:37
2003/12/30
15 :30
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